Gamble). Journal of Sustainable Development 1(2):
91-98. Canadian Center of Science and Education.

probably have more strength than normal wood. In
addition, the wood was heated for only 30 minutes. Yildiz
[2] reported that the density observed for beech (2.25%)
and spruce (1.73%) treated at 130 ºC for 2 h was higher
than that of control samples. On the other hand, at longer
treatment times and higher temperatures, the density
decreased.
Decreases in swelling (Table 5)in radial, tangential and
axial directions were found for both Ayous and Sapelli,
when oil treated at 200°C for 30 minutes.
In general, the swelling reductions in the tangential
direction were found to be greater than the reductions in
the radial and longitudinal directions. A decrease in
swelling results in an increase in dimensional stability,
which is required for several uses of wood.
These results can be explained by material losses in the
cell lumen and hemicelluloses degradation due to the high
applied temperature. It is known that the weight of wood
material and its swelling decreases when heat treatment is
applied. Heat treatment lowers water uptake and wood cell
wall absorbs less water because of the decrease of the
amount of hydroxyl groups in the wood. As a consequence
of the reduced number of hydroxyl groups, the swelling
and shrinking were lower [4].
Similar results were also observed when samples were
treated in an inert gas atmosphere at 180–200 ºC and 8–10
bar of atmospheric pressure (beech, 10–15% density
decrease; spruce, 5–10% decrease) [5]. In another study,
the dimensional stability was 60% higher for oak
heartwood, 55% higher for pine heart- and sapwood, and
52% higher for spruce heart- and sapwood after heat
treatment [6].
Gunduz et al. [7] found that the physical properties of
wild Pear wood were improved as 2.6%, 5.3% and 0.8%
swelling in tangential, radial and longitudinal sections,
respectively at 180°C for 10 h.

From this work we can say that the heat treatment of wood
give a greater hygroscopic stability. Treated samples of
Sapelli and Ayous, contrary to untreated ones can be used
outside without risk of humidification. The weights and
dimensions of treated samples are more stable due to small
values of shrinkage. This confers to treated wood a
broader range of use.
Heat treatments described in this work offer significant
improvements in moisture related properties of
Cameroonian hardwoods, for their potential use in indoors
applications.
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